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: Finger tensor 
: specific heat 
: symmetric part of the rate of deformation tensor 
: specific elastic energy 
: speciEe Xehhdtz €îix energy 
: deformation tensor 
: deformation history tensor 
: modulus 
: unit tensor 
: rate of deformation tensor 
: heat flow 
: dissipative source term (heat production) 
: specific internal heat production 
: specific entropy 
: time 
: absolute temperature 
: specific internal energy 
: elastic potential 
: temperature dependence parameter 
: coefficients for cp 
: total energy dissipation (entropy production) 
: mechanical energy dissipation (entropy production) 
: strain-temperature tensor 
: density 
: extra stress tensor 
: functional for entropy 
: relaxation time 
: functional for Helmholtz free energy 
: diffusion term 
: stress power 

Indices: 

Ae 
A, 
f i l~ 
1 

: elastic part of A 
: plastic part of A 
: material time derivative of a while F is held constant 

: upper convective derivative of A; A= A - L A - A .  Lc V 
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1 Introduction 

In purely elastic materials, deformation is a reversible process: stress power is stored as elastic 
energy, which can be released into mechanical power again. Deformation of purely viscous 
materials is irreversible: the stress power is entirely dissipated (or: turned into entropy pro- 
duction). At the deformation of viscoelastic materials, stress power is partly stored in elastic 
energy, while the rest is dissipated. Thus the deformztisn sf a viscoelastic material is only 

viscoelastic fluids from the viewpoint of thermodynamics. Here, an overview is given of such 
analyses by Astarita and Sarti (1976), Braun and Friedrich (1989), and Braun (1990 and 

p d y  revixsibh. Atteiììpts haiue beei; made tu descïibe the themcrheckgkd 'eh&Viour Cf 

1991). 

2 Starting points: general thermodynamics and the Leonov 
model 

The equation of conservation of energy, also known as the first law of thermodynamics, can 
be written in its local form as (see for instance De Groot and Mazur, 1962): 

p?i = -9 -a+ T : D + PT (1) 

The internal heat production term pr will be ignored in further analysis. 
According to the second law of thermodynamics, the entropy production in any thermome- 
chanical process will be equal to or greater than zero: 

This expression is also referred to as the Clausius-Duhem inequality. 
Conforming to  Leonov, the following variables are chosen as the independent state variables 
for an incompressible fluid (Baaijens, 1987): 

Be, T ,  and d T  (3) 

(4) 

The following constitutive quantities are of interest: 

r ,  tj', u, and s 

The principle of equipresence states that any of these quantities is a function of all independent 
state variables, unless proven otherwise: 

The Helmholtz free energy f is defined as: 

f S U - T S  (9) 
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As a consequence of this equation and, again, the principle of equipresence, also f can be a 
function of all state variables: 

f f(Be, T ,  

Substituting equations (9) and (10) in equation (2) yields: 

in which f, V T ,  and B e  can vary independently. This implies that: 

Leonov's model yields the following expression for Be: 

which enables us to rewrite the third term in equation (11) as: 

With this result and equation (12), equation (11) can be recast into: 

f- OT 
-2P (B.. (g)'} : (D - DP) + r : D - - T 20 

This equation must hold for any incompressible case. Therefore it must also hold for purely 
elastic materials, for which Dp = O and Be = B. Hence, and by taking into account that the 
equation should hold for any D, we can deduce from equation (15) that: 

C 

r = 2pB- (g) if Dp = O and Be = B 

This made Leonov introduce the elastic part of the stress tensor re as: 

and its plastic counterpart as: 

Thus from the the Clausius-Duhem inequality (equation 15), the entropy production can 
eventually be written as: 

The rate of change of specific elastic energy 6 is defined as: 
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thus turning inequality (2) into: 

Defining the rate of mechanical energy dissipation (i .e.  the mechanical entropy production) 
Sm U: 

o”, = T. : D - p i  (22) 

equation (21) can be reduced to: 

which expresses that the sum of the mechanical and the thermal dissipation rate is equal to or 
greater than zero. However, these dissipation rates do not have to be separately non-negative. 
Comparing equation (23) with equation (19), we see that 6m can also be written as 

Sm = : Dp + T.. : D (24) 

SC by appinntirq censtitutiw qrssntiiies to be fitnctions of freely chosen independent state 
variables, applying the first and second law of thermodynamics, and following Leonov’s model 
for viscoelastic fluids, expressions for the extra stress tensor and the mechanical dissipation 
rate, and a restriction on the sum of mechanical and thermal dissipation rate are obtained. 

3 Analysis by Astarita and Sarti 
~ 

Astarita and Sarti (1976) analyze energy dissipation in both isothermal and non-isothermal 
flows of incompressible fluids. They start by regarding the stress power @ = T : D in two 
special cases: 

o For a purely viscous Newtonian fluid, 

o For an ideally elastic solid, 

In the case of a viscoelastic non-Newtonian fluid, they endeavour to define Sm and i in such 
a way, that everywhere in the flow the following equations will hold true: 

Sm 2 0 
= Sm + p i  

the latter of these being identical to equation (22). 
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3.1 Isothermal flow 

From the definition of the Helmholtz free energy f (equation 9) we can see that in the 
isothermal case f and i are equal: 

As+ ballra n *:+ 
and strain history Ft(t'). However, in isothermal flow f is not a function of temperature: 

a;;d Sarti state that f is gemrdy &eii as a fmctinn nf temperature T, strain F, 

f = 4{(tt>O} [F,Ft(t')l (30) 

In this expression 4[.] is a functional that is assumed to be differentiable with respect to 
F, which implies instanteneous elasticity: F can change at constant Ft (t'). Differentiation 
yields: 

Substituting equations (22) and (31) into (27) gives us: 

With 

T : D = r : L = t r ( r .  L) = tr(r F-l - F) 
= tr(F-' r .  F) 

and 

equation (32) can be recast into: 

which again must hold for arbitrary F, thus: 

r = p F *  (g)' 

(33) 

and 

Sm = -PAF 2 0 (37) 

Equation (36) is similar to equation (17) and expresses that the Helmholtz free energy is a 
potential for stress. Hence a thermodynamic constitutive equation will suffice to  characterize 
the fluid's behaviour. Such an equation, which strongly simplifies the problem, is the one 
that goes along with the assumption of entropy elasticity: 

6 = -Ti ; = 0 (38) 
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i.e. u is constant and therefore not a function of strain. 
From the equation of conservation of energy (equation i), we can see that in this case 

V . + @  (39) 

which means that in order to keep the flow of an entropy elastic material isothermal, the 
r e m o d  of heat has to be exactly equal to the stress power, although the latter is not entirely 
dissipative (see equations 27 and 28)! Since the heat flux is given by Fourier's law: 

f= -XVT (40) 

and we are dealing with isothermal flow VT = Ö), equation (39) means that all heat must be 
removed instantly, i.e. 

X = o o  (41) 

Defining 

24 = C{tt>O} [F,Ft(t')] 

equations (31), (36), (37), (38), and (42) yield: 

T = -pTF(%)' (43) 

6, = PTSIF 2 0 (44) 

Hence entropy is a potential for stress. Functional 4.1 has to be known in order to be able to 
calculate dissipation. 

3.2 Non-isothermal flow 

In the case of non-isothermal flow, equation (23) is still valid. From the first law of thermo- 
dynamics (equation 1) we see that: 

-9 8 a= @ - : D (45) 

turning the Clausius-Duhem inequality into: 

For steady heat conduction through a stationary medium, S = O and V . @'= O, implying 
that1: 

f *  VT 
T 20 -- (47) 

i.e. heat cannot flow in the direction of the temperature gradient. But as has been stated 
earlier, mechanical and thermal dissipation are still not separately non-negative. Thus 6, 
can still be either positive or negative. 
Introducing the ten-dimensional vector A as: 

A = F,T (48) 
'If a e a# O, there would be either heat supply or heat 1088, which in itseIf is instationary. 
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we can write the Helmholtz free energy as: 

f = d{(t~>O) [n,At(t')l 

whereas Ae(t') is the strain-temperature Elstory. 

(49) 

Astarita and Sarti state that under some mild assumptions on A, the second law of thermo- 
dynamics has the following consequences: 

1. 6m = -Piin 2 8 (501 
meaning that the mechanical dissipation rate (i.e. the mechanical entropy production) 
is equal to the rate at which the Helmholtz free energy would decrease if both strain 
and temperature were held constant. It also says that the mechanical dissipation rate 
is never negative. 

2. Equation (36) still holds, i.e. Helmholtz free energy is a potential for stress. 

3. Entropy is given by 

so Helmholtz free energy is also a potential for entropy. 

From the relation between i and 6 in non-isothermal flow, 

i = Ù - T i - T s  
- - e - T s  

and equations (20), (49), and (51), one gets analogously to equation (31): 

With respect to equations (33) and (36), this is seen to be equivalent with: 

r : D  6, e = - - -  
P P 

(54) 

and hence equation (22) is regained! 
Since for isothermal processes 6 = -Ti holds, the definition of 6 as in equation (20) implies 
that internal energy u is a unique function of temperature, 

u = u(T) (55) 

enabling us to define the specific heat c as: 

du 

From the definition of f  (equation (9)) and equation (51), c can also be written as: 

T& 
OT 

c = -  (57) 
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where functional <[.I assigns entropy to strain-temperature history: 

s = C{t'>O) [A, At(*>] (58) 

b o m  the definition Q€ f and equations (50), (53), and (55) one obtains: 

Thus again stress, mechanical dissipation rate (mechanical entropy production) and rate of 
accumulation of elastic energy can be calculated if only the entropy functional c[.] is known. 
Finally, the first law of thermodynamics (equation (1), the definition of u (equation 55), and 
the definition of c (equation 58) yield: 

- V - , = p c T - r : D  (62) 

Whether the assumption of entropy elasticity is valid for a polymer melt has to be verified 
experimentally. Astarita and Sarti measure the stress power T : D an6 the temperature rate. 
?' in a flow where 6 > 6, and which is adiabatic (a= Ö). In that case, 

should remain constant. 
Astarita and Sarti performed such experiments on polyisobutylene. The specific heat c turned 
out to remain constant after some initial (time lag) effects. This supports the validity of the 
assumption of entropy elasticity for this particular polymer melt. 
Thus Astarita and Sarti show that, for both isothermal and non-isothermal flow, along with 
the assumption of entropy elasticity knowledge of the entropy functional suflces to determine 
stress, mechanical dissipation mte, and storage of elastic energy. 

4 Computations by Braun and Friedrich 

Braun and Friedrich (1989) compute the mechanically and thermally coupled problem of the 
plane Couette flow of a viscoelastic fluid. In their (numerical) experiment, the shear rate is 
changed according to a step function. They employ the Leonov model for their fluid, as has 
been done in section 2. 
Equation (62) is said to be a strong restriction to generality, since it only holds for viscoelastic 
materials in the case of pure entropy elasticity (as analyzed by Astarita and Sarti) or for 
stationary flow with a constant deformation history. In the latter case no elastic energy is 
accumulated, i.e. the mechanical dissipation rate equals the stress power. 
One can alternatively assume, that the internal energy depends on both temperature and 
deformation (Finger tensor B): 

u = u(T,B) ( 6 4  
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Again, the stress power @ is given by equation (28). Since Leonov's model is used, the 
mechanical dissipation rate is expressed by equation (24). 
The computations that Braun and Friedrich have carried out, mainly focus on the differences 
between two cases in a step function-wise start-up of a Couette flow: 

Case 1 - viscoelastic flow, with dissipation identical to the stress power: @ = 6,. 

Case 2 - viscoelastic flow, with dissipation derived from mechanical entropy production: 
Q = 8, + pi .  

Since in transient viscoelastic flows a time-dependent storage of elastic energy occurs, the 
second case is believed to be a better model. For the stationary state case 2 converts towards 
case 1, because all relaxation processes exhaust. Thus the mechanical dissipation rate tends 
to equal the stress power, since the storage of elastic energy is completed. (Remember the 
remark made in the second paragraph of this section on the validity of the assumption of 
entropy elasticity in stationary flow!). 
Braun and Friedrich (1990) want to give a mathematical description of the special cases of 
pure entropy and pure energy elasticity. From the first law of thermodynamics (equation 1) 
and the definition of internal energy as in equation (64), they obtain the temperature equation: 

in which the dissipative source term (or: heat production) Q is given by: 

Q = @ - PUIT (66) 

F'rom equation (28) and the definition of è (equation 20), the mechanical dissipation rate is 
seen to be equal to: 

Together with the second law of thermodynamics, as written in equation (2), and the principle 
of admissibility (i.e. !i!' can vary independently) this equation transforms into: 

As in Astarita and Sarti (1976), instantaneous elasticity is assumed. Hence, the stress T is a 
unique function of the deformation applied in a step-strain experiment. 
Equation (68) allows for a direct comparison between the mechanical dissipation rate and the 
dissipative source term in equation (65). There are two special cases: 

(a) : Q = 6, if Q I T  = O (pure energy elasticity) 

(b) : Q = @ = 6, + pè if UIT = O (pure entropy elasticity) 

Case (a) means that the heat production is equal to the mechanical entropy production. Case 
(b) indicates that the heat production is equal to the stress power. Or, from another point 
of view: the entropy production is equal to the heat production minus the storage of elastic 
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energy. This means that for a material with pure entropy elasticity, part of the stress power 
applied to it is dissipated, while the rest is stored as elastic energy. 
However, when deforming a polymer network, the elastic energy consists of the potential 
energy of all strands (internal energy from distortion of bond angles, plus conformational 
entropy from entropic springs) and the entropy of the strand configuration. Macroscopically, 
the elastic energy can only be described in terms of the Helmholtz free energy f .  The separate 
contributions of internal energy and entropy cannot be determined for a given rheological 
mEsti+"+'' u u u l  Je eqm*ttim. 

Braun and Friedrich extend the analysis by  Astarita and Sarti by  including the deformation 
as a variable for the internal energy, thereby adding an energy elastic part to the pure entropy 
elasticity model. They supply expressions for the heat p d u c t i o n  (dissipative source term) for 
the special cases of entropy elasticity and energy elasticity. 

5 Analysis by Braun 

Braun (1990 and 1991) has developed a model for the thermoelastic behaviour of viscoelastic 
fluids, for which the temperature dependence of a model parameter (modulus G) is described 
by Ta. He considers first order rate-type rheological constitutive equations, i.e. equations of 
the form: 

v 1  
+ër = . * *  

(69) 

in which 8 denotes relaxation time. The elastic Finger tensor Be and the internal energy u 
are variables of entropy s: 

s = s(u,Be) (70) 

Analogously to the derivation shown in the introduction, Braun obtains the elastic stress 
tensor in the form: 

and the entropy production 6 as: 

From this equation in relation with Onsager thermodynamics, Braun (1991) argues that the 
purely viscous part of the stress tensor, rp, should be neglected. This means that viscosity 
does not have any limiting d u e  at infinite shear rate. Also issotropy is assumed. This yields 
the following equations: 

V 
Be +Be 'Dp + Dp .Be = O 
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Note that equation (76) is equivalent to equation (13). Z* ,B~  denotes the first invariant of 
Be. 
The global non-isothermal rheological constitutive equation is obtained by substituting equa- 
tion (73) into (76) (beware of the time-dependence of G): 

with the diffusion term cp corresponding to a general isotropic tensor function: 

cp = V(7e)  = e(re Dp + Dp * r e )  

:= PIT: t P 2 r e  + P31 (79) 

in which the coefficients 
1992). 

depend on the invariants of T (see Meijer et al., 1992; Peters, 

Again, the dissipative heat source term is given by: 

From u = u(T,Be) and the definition of f ,  the last term of equation (80) can be written as: 

Substituting equation (14), bearing in mind that De = D - D,, and (51), the equation above 
yields: 

(83) 
a r e  

PÙIT = Te : De - De : T- OT 
giving the following expression for the heat production: 

Substitution of f = u - Ts in equation (73), and again using (51) returns: 

indicating that re consists of a deformation-dependent contribution of internal energy and a 
thermoelastic part. 
The temperature dependence of the model is introduced by: 

T G = GoPa ; with Go = G(T0) and 5? = - 
TO 
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whereas TO is the reference temperature and a is a model parameter, that can be either 
positive or negative. With this definition, the equations (73), (85), (78), and (84) become: 

re = G o P B e  (87) 

From equation (88) we learn that the thermoelastic contribution to the stress tensor can be 
described by a. In (89), a is a weighting factor for the rate of temperature change, whereas 
in (90) a is a weighting factor for the mechanical dissipation rate. 
Two special cases are included in the a-range: 

o entropy elasticity: & = O ¢$ Q = i 

8% T 
8T TO 

re = T--+G(T)= -Go 

re V + i - p - r e - l n T = o  D Dt 
Q = r e : D = @  

o energy elasticity: = O ¢$ a! = O e 

r e  V + p = o  1 

(92) 

(93) 

Since these systems of equations do satisfy the second law of thermodynamics, as has been 
extensively shown earlier, they can be applied to calculate non-isothermal transient flows of 
viscoelastic fluids. The influence of parameter a on the thermorheological behaviour of a 
viscoelastic fluid will be analyzed for a (numerical) stress-growth experiment with relaxation 
(see figure 1). Four characteristic regions can be distinguished: 

(I) : stress growth; storage of elastic energy, @ > 6,; 
(11) : stress decay; part of the stored elastic energy is dissipated along with the stress power, 

@ < 6,; 
(111) : stationary flow, @ = 8,; 

(IV) : stress relaxation; the stored elastic energy is dissipated, 6, 2 O, @ = O. 

Note that for t J. O, the limit value of E becomes infinity. 
As far as the heat production Q is concerned, three cases are possible: 

1. Q > O: the process is exothermal; 
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t L + 

Figure 1: Stress growth experiment with relaxation: I - stress growth, I1 - stress decay, I11 - 
stationary flow, IV - stress relaxation. (After Braun, 1991) 
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-5 

-6 

A - 4  
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stress growth (I) 

stress decay (11) 
4 b 

Figure 2: The general thermal behaviour of flows for different parameters a. (After Braun, 
1991) 

2. Q = O: the process is adiabatic; 

3. Q < O: the process is endothermal. 

From equation (90) and Q = O it €allows that parameter cy can be written for the adiabatic 
case as: 

1 
a =  1-2$J (97) 

It is obvious that an experiment for which cy is assumed constant, cannot be entirely adiabatic, 
because 5 is not constant during the experiment. 
A general overview of thermal behaviour of viscoelastic flows is displayed in figure 2. 

The thermal behaviour of a stress-growth experiment as shown in figure 1 can be depicted 
in figure 2 by a horizontal half line (a = constant). The four phases in the experiment are 
indicated in this figure. Stress growth begins at an infinite value value of E and ends when 
this ratio has reached the value 1. The stress decay phase is characterized by O < e < 1. In 
the stationary flow, this ratio equals 1, and at the transition to stress relaxation it jumps to 
O. 
The parameter a determines whether the process is exo- or endothermal, or adiabatic. It can 
be seen that: 

o for entirely entropy elastic fluids (a = I), the experiment is exothermal until relaxation, 
which is adiabatic; 
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e for entirely energy elastic fluids ( a  = O), the entire experiment is exothermal. 

Sarti and Esposito (1977/1978) claimed to have found endothermal relaxation of polyviny- 
lacetate slightly above its glass transition temperature. From figure 2, this can be explained 
by assuming cr > f .  
Due to the enormous variations in polymers, a broad range of a-values is believed to be 
necessary to describe thermorheological behaviour of polymer fluids. Although a has been 

Braun in tduces  a ternpenxture-dependence into the constitutive model for viscoelastic fluids. 
This enables him to analyze the thermornechanical behaviour of flows of a variety of polymer 
fluids (including pure entropy and pure enerqy elasticity), and to explain experimental results 
found by others. 

assumed io be cûnstmt hem, it may reasomb!j. %d \"-"y wish, fm iI?ltZnCe, time. 

6 Conclusion 

Starting from general thermodynamics, the assumption of pure entropy elasticity, as made 
by Astarita and Sarti (1976), yields a useful but limited description of the behaviour of 
viscoelastic flows. Braun and F'riedrich (1989) incorporate the Leonov model and add the 
special case of pure energy elasticity. Finally, Braun (1998 and 1991) introduces a parameter 
to describe the temperature-dependence of viscoelastic flows explicitly. This enables him to 
explain the thermorheological behaviour of viscoelastic flows for a wider range than just pure 
entropy and pure energy elasticity. 
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